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Abstract: In any industry, determining with great accurancy and on time the production cost 

is a priority, especially in the car-building industry which must take into consideration a 

multitude of factors that influence the production costs. At the same time, it is of utmost 

importance the organisation and the exercise of the budgetary control. In this paper, we 

would like to analyse the theoretical and methodological principles of organising the 

administration accounting and the cost calculation in the car-building industry. This analysis 

has as objective the identification of theoretical and methodological principles in organising 

the managerial accounting. After having been identified, they must be adjusted to the 

necessities of informing the managers in the car-building industry. We identified eight 

principles which were described and analysed from the point of view of their application in 

the car-building industry. The study is considered to be very important for the improvement of 

managerial accounting in the car-building industry and it is part of the research conducted in 

order to develop the thesis. 
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Introduction 

In the accounting doctrine from countries having a developed market, managerial accountancy is 

considered to be an information system that groups together applications and within each of them, 

specific techniques and concepts, which form the financial administration of the enterprise [1, 10].
 

 

Establishing as accurately as possible the manufactured production cost and the exercise of budgetary 

control of costs in the field of building cars, imposes the strict respecting of theoretical principles and 

methodology which have to represent the basis of the exact calculation of the production cost. This is 

accomplished through both the managerial accounting organisation in compliance with the other forms 

of economic calculations (from the point of view of forecast and statistics) [2] and the inclusion in the 

costs of only the expenses incurred by manufacturing and production sale. 

 

Before the forecast or actual calculation of costs, it is compulsory to make a complex analysis of the 

production expenses in order to select them and to delimit them into main activities of the enterprise, 

on cost centres that produced them according to the moment and the degree of the finishing of the 

production, as well as according to the period of time during which the production that triggered the 

expenses is processed. Therefore, regardless of the calculation period (month, trimester, year), we 

include in the production costs only the expenses that are directly or indirectly linked to the 

manufacturing and sale of the products obtained within that period of time, irrespective of the moment 

of their implementation.  

 

Carrying out the budgetary control of the production costs is conditioned by applying the same 

methodological norms which are used to regulate the budget, the accounting and the calculation of the 

production costs. Therefore, in order to calculate as accurately as possible the manufactured 

production cost, as well as to carry out the budgetary control of costs from the enterprises belonging to 

the car-building industry, we must take into account the following theoretical and methodological 

principles: determining the calculation object; choosing the calculation method; organising the 

accounting calculation in keeping with the other forms of economic calculation (from the point of 

view of  forecast and statistics); delimiting into different activities the economic-financial indicators 

which represent the object of the cost calculation; delimiting in time the data and information on 
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whose basis costs are calculated; delimiting in space or into places of expenses (centres of expenses) 

of the data and information which serve as basis for cost calculation; delimiting the productive 

expenses from the unproductive ones; delimiting the expenses concerning the finished production 

from the expenses of the production which is being processed (unfinished) [3, 35-39].  

 

1. Determining the Object of the Cost Calculation 

Determining the object of the cost calculation always represents the starting point in organising the 

administration accounting and the cost calculation and it is delimited through the element for which 

the cost calculation is done. The calculation object differs depending on the characteristics of the 

technology which is used and the way of organising the production process or the activity which needs 

the calculation. Thus, in the production field the object of calculation may be a product (group), work, 

a service, an order, an expense place, the production itself, etc. 

 

Establishing the object of calculation has implications on calculating the unit cost of the obtained 

production, as pecuniary expression of expenses made by an enterprise in order to manufacture and 

sell a certain quantity of products, conveyed in different measure units. At the same time, we can state 

that, establishing the object of cost calculation in the car-building industry is based upon both 

processes that are precursory to manufacture, for example, the designing process, the industrialization 

process, respectively the process of establishing the specific characteristics of future products, of 

manufacturing technologies and processes belonging to the production stage itself, having as purpose 

the reduction of manufacturing costs and the delivery and post-delivery stages, so that to obtain the 

overall cost reduction on the whole life cycle of the product.  

 

It is of utmost importance to know the calculation object in order to determine the volume of expenses 

produced by a certain entity for which the cost is calculated.  

 

2. Choosing the Method of Calculating 

Choosing the method of calculating the costs is a very important principle to determine with great 

accuracy the content of the production cost being conditioned by the following factors [4, 145-146]: 

the classified list of manufactured products, the technology and the organisation of production, the 

type of production, and the objectives followed by the managers, etc. There is a multitude of methods 

for calculating costs, because of the wide variety of activity fields where cost calculations take place. 

Putting into practice the method of cost calculation adopted according to the factors that have already 

been mentioned implies establishing the cost bearers and the units of cost calculation, establishing the 

expense sectors and the system of documents and forms necessary for collecting, processing and 

reimbursing of production expenses, including the documents which refer to the calculation, the 

analysis and the reporting of the deviation of the actual costs from the ones that have already been 

established. Not only does choosing the appropriate method of calculation lead to the calculation of a 

cost as close to the real one as possible, but it also must become an administration instrument for 

running enterprises in the car-building industry.                   

 

3. Organising the Cost Calculation in Compliance with the other Forms of Economic Calculation 

Organising the cost calculation in compliance with the other forms of economic calculation (from the 

point of view of forecast and statistics) is an important principle for the analysis and control of the 

economic-financial indicators because it ensures a unitary content and it guarantees the possibility to 

compare the forecast data with the ones provided by accounting and statistics.  

 

Organising the managerial accounting and the cost calculation must be made depending on the 

objectives to be followed along with respecting the methodology for calculating the production cost 

which is being used at the moment of programming the production, therefore it is necessary to take 

into account the division of the enterprise (departments), the stages of the manufacturing process, the 

means that are used (machinery and tools, industrial robots, etc.) because they represent places that 

involve expenses taken into consideration at the moment of programming production costs, using the 

same system of classification of products, works, services, calculation articles used when drawing up 

the ante calculation per product.  
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In order to organise the cost calculation in compliance with the other forms of economic calculation, it 

is necessary to carry out a common system of indicators, which should be established and determined 

through norms and unitary methodologies, used both in accounting, forecast and statistics.  
 

By respecting this principle, it is possible to compare the data that exist in accounting to the ones 

presented by forecasts (calculated beforehand) and thus giving accounting the role of controlling the 

way in which the previously established indicators were respected during the production programming 

in order to identify any possible deviations. 
 

4. Delimiting into Types of Activities of the Economic-Financial Indicators which Represent the 

Object of Cost Calculation 

Delimiting into types of activities of the economic-financial indicators which represent the object of 

cost calculation is the principle that supposes for the data and the information provided by accounting, 

as well as the calculation and presentation of the economic-financial indicators, to be grouped and 

processed into types of activities. 
 

According to this principle, the cost of the obtained production, in the enterprises of building cars, 

includes only the exploitation expenses grouped according to their destination, i.e. the ones resulted 

from the manufacture of production itself, not the other expenses concerning other activities of the 

enterprise such as: the losses from debts connected to shares; losses from selling investment titles; 

unfavourable differences in the currency exchange in present operations and the available funds in 

foreign currency; the present interests of received loans and other debts concerning the underway 

exercise; the discounts offered to clients; other financial expenses (losses caused by financial debts 

and others); financial expenses concerning the commissions for risks and expenses; financial expenses 

for value adjustments; financial expenses concerning the redemption of bonuses for bond 

reimbursement, etc. The general administration and sale expenses are not included unless the complete 

production cost is calculated. All these expenses are directly sustained by the financial results of the 

patrimonial unit [5, 36-37]. From this principle make exception the interests of bank credits contracted 

for the production having a long manufacturing cycle, due to the period, which can be distributed to 

the production costs of the products in question. 
 

Determining with great precision the data and the information offered by the accounting of enterprises 

in the car-building industry, into types of activities, is important because it allows an accurate 

calculation of economic-financial indicators concerning the expenses and the results, on activities 

organised by enterprises and at the same time it facilitates the control of carrying on activities allowing 

the assessment of the efficiency of each activity.  
 

If this principle is not respected, the production cost will be distorted and, implicitly, all derived 

economic-financial indicators will suffer from the qualitative point of view.  
 

5. Delimiting in Time the Data and the Information on which Costs Are Calculated 

Delimiting in time the data and the information on which costs are calculated has great importance for 

the activity assessment of each administration period and financial exercise, respectively. According to 

this principle, the production expenses should be included in costs only during the administration 

period (month, trimester, year) when the manufacture of products takes place, which the expenses 

refer to regardless of the moment of their being carried out. 
 

In practice, in the enterprises in the car-building industry, there are certain expenses which, in spite of 

being made at present, they refer to the future production, for example: expenses for important 

unexpected repairs, present repairs, technical repairs, rents and insurances paid in advance for longer 

periods of time, as well as other expenses made beforehand. These advance expenses should be taken 

into account when calculating an accurate cost delimited on administration periods of time which will 

be staggered on costs, on the basis of a bills payable book, in the future. The advance expenses are 

known as expenses registered in advance. Besides these expenses, there is also another category of 

expenses which, despite de fact that they refer to the present administration period, are made in the 

future (in the case of commissions). The expenses mentioned above must be included in the 

production costs in order to ensure an accurate calculation of the manufactured production cost and 

implicitly of the final results by correctly taking into consideration both the present and the advance 
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production expenses or the expenses of commissions made in the period of time in question, as well as 

following the dynamics of the production expenses over consecutive administration periods of time.  
 

6. Delimiting in Space or in Positions of Expenses of the Data and the Information on which the 

Cost Calculation Is Made 

Delimiting in space or in positions of expenses of the data and the information on which the cost 

calculation is being made, refers to limiting the production costs to the main activities which generate 

them, corresponding to the departments where the basic functions of the enterprises in the car-building 

industry are carried out: supply, production, sale, administration and management. Delimiting in space 

according to the main economic processes implies the separate registration for each of them of all 

expenses in order to calculate the efficiency of their activity and implicitly controlling the activity 

within the same structure [5, 37].  
 

In the enterprises from the car-building industry the delimitation of production expenses must be made 

on each expense department, for example: the main department, the auxiliary and the connected ones, 

etc. The delimitation of costs into departments offers the possibility to organise the activity of 

budgeting and establishing of production costs on each centre that generates costs, and then on 

calculation objects; thus we can establish both the turnover and the costs as well as the results, for 

each department, not only for the enterprise as a whole. 
 

With respect to limiting the production expenses from the car-building industry, we take into account 

the space criterion on workshops, stages, orders, products and even on production sites or on car 

groups having similar characteristics making up the positions of expenses or the cost centres, 

depending on the cost calculation method used by the enterprise. Thus, we can make sure that within 

the production cost of a product we include only the due expenses, depending on the production sites 

where the product could be found along the manufacturing process [5, 37]. 
  
Therefore, the delimitation in space into centre for expenses of the data and the information resulted 

from accounting is carried out in order to satisfy the requests for record and calculation (establishing 

as accurately as possible the economic-financial indicators concerning the costs at the level of 

functional structures) as well as to offer the management of car-building enterprises a functional and 

efficient framework in carrying on the activity at the sites, according to the profitability criteria.  
 

We can state that ”without delimiting in space the production expenses and the obtained production 

we can neither determine the production cost depending on the stages or the formation phases nor the 

expenses made”[4, 148]. 
 

7. The Delimitation of Productive Expenses from Unproductive Ones 

The delimitation of productive expenses from unproductive ones allows us to know the size and the 

structure of both productive and unproductive costs, with the purpose of reducing, eliminating and 

preventing the consumption that has neutral, accidental and special character, the latter unjustifiably 

affecting the production cost, thus leading to decreases of the final results of the enterprise. This 

principle is based upon the difference made from the economic point of view between the productive 

expenses, which create value, and the unproductive expenses, which do not bring extra value to the 

product and therefore they do not contribute to an increase in value, i.e. the expenses that are not 

essential for the activity itself. The separation of productive expenses from the unproductive ones is 

extremely important because the unproductive expenses are not programmed. All unproductive 

expenses show the inadequate degree of administration and the inefficient management of the 

production. 
 

In the enterprises from the car-building industry, there are such unproductive expenses which are 

determined by: losses caused by the interruption of the production process, overrunning the specific 

consumption of raw materials, the use of materials having a superior or an inferior level of quality in 

comparison with the ones mentioned in standards, losses caused by waste, the salaries paid according 

to the law for the unemployment periods of time because of the management, the payment of 

supplementary salaries caused by the infringement from the established technological process, the 

increased interests for loans that are overdue because of subjective reasons etc. and they are mainly 

caused by deficient organisation and management of the production. If these unproductive expenses 
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appear in the production process, the effective production cost will also include these expenses in 

order to establish the real production expenses. 
 

The delimitation of these expenses gives the authorities responsible for the organisation and 

production management the necessary information concerning the management dealt with in the car-

building enterprises, thus creating the possibility to establish definite measures in order to avoid or at 

least reduce the continuous generation of unproductive expenses which negatively influence the size 

of the production cost and implicitly the profitability of the enterprise and which are registered in the 

accounting records separately from the productive expenses.  
 

8. The Delimitation of Expenses Concerning the Finished Production from the Expenses of the 

Production Which Is Processed (Unfinished) 

The delimitation of expenses concerning the finished production from the expenses of the production 

which is being processed (unfinished) has an important role in the calculation of the effective cost of 

the finished production for the car-building enterprises. The effective cost represents the difference 

between the sum of effective expenses caused by the manufacturing of the entire production and 

registered with the help of calculation accounts in the managerial accounting and the sum of expenses 

included in the production that is being carried out.  
 

This principle follows the prevention of misrepresentations that the effective cost of the finished 

production may undergo because of the expenses which refer to the unfinished production; this 

situation implies a quantitative assessment of the production being processed (unfinished), followed 

by its value assessment, using different methods.   
 

The production which is being processed (unfinished) represents the production found at different 

manufacturing stages and it is determined on the basis of periodical census (monthly) from the 

quantitative point of view either on successive processing stages or on parts or operations and 

afterwards from point of view of the value. With that end in view, the checking of the parts, sub-

assemblies and semi-finished products takes place and we exclude from the unfinished production of 

the raw materials, consumable materials and semi-finished products that have not undergone any 

processing operation during the analysed period of time, as well as residual products and waste which 

affect only the cost of the finished production. After having deduced the expenses of the production 

that is being processed (unfinished) from the total production costs, we reach the identification of the 

finished production expenses (finished) and eventually of a unitary cost. 
 

In the case when there is an over-assessing of the production that is being processed (unfinished), we 

register an unjustified decrease of the finished production cost and an artificial increase of the result 

(the profit of the enterprise). This triggers a higher profit tax, therefore extra budget payments, higher 

profit shares distributed to different destinations and as a consequence a reduction of the circulating 

assets of the enterprise which negatively reflect on its activity by means of reducing its capital. 
 

The separation of expenses on the production being processed (unfinished) is extremely important 

because in the case of its being over assessed, we register an unjustified increase in the cost of the 

finished product having implications on the result of the enterprise in the sense of diminishing the 

profit of the administration period (decrease) which can negatively be perceived in the activity of the 

enterprise, but its effect is reverse to the previous situation. 
 

Conclusions 

Only by respecting these principles, the administration accounting in the car-building enterprises can 

be organised so that it meets the multiple objectives which belong to it while operatively following the 

production expenses and the calculation of costs, as being its most important objective. 
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